Did You Ever Wear a Withmor $1.00 Waist?

If not, there's a pleasant surprise in store for you when you learn how good they are. They are made up for us at all seasons of the year—and the styles and materials are always reasonable and appropriate. Buy one of these new Withmors tomorrow—and not only will you get a most desirable waist—you will get the added benefit that comes from knowing where your money for Waists can always be spent most advantageously. Sold in just one good store in every city

DAVIDS' DELICIOUS CONFECTIONS
For Christmas Giving
There is a constantly increasing demand for good confections during the holiday season. In anticipation of this demand we have increased our stock of IMPERIAL DELICIOUS CANDIES. The assortment contains Chocolates, Nuts, Fruits, Candies, Nougat and Delightfully Flavored Creams. These tempting sweets packed in special boxes are excellent gifts for both friends and family. Whatever else you give, be sure to include a box of Candy.

25c to $9.00

Economical Pharmacary
Where Quality Counts
BOLLERS & LINDQUIST, Props.

If you are not one of the many well dressed men that have their clothes made to their personal measure by Ed. V. Price & Co. it is because you have been neglecting the opportunity to offer the largest and most varied Christmas stocks that ever entered this store.

The Gift Store

Tig, bright and interesting displays of practical and novel gifts now welcome the seeker of quality gifts. Works of preparation have resulted in our being able to offer the largest and most varied Christmas stocks that ever entered this store.

Every corner, ledge, counter and show case reflect the season of good cheer. Gifts from the most inexpen-sive to the elaborate are carried in good varieties—all well chosen. Each of the purchases is attractive—an element necessary to complete the pleasure of gift giving.

Avoid elegant hour shopping. Half of the enjoyment derived from Christmas gift coming from wanting a satisfactory selection—and in nine cases out of ten, the gift seeker who shops at leisure—is better satisfied with her purchases.

The Gift Store

The Fashion Shop

The MEN'S SHOP
HAYNES CLOTHING COMPANY

Another Shipments of Black and White

BALLAD SLIPPERS

WILLIAMSON'S